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What is Duolingo? 
Duolingo is a language learning website.  Consisting of 

many courses Duolingo has over 20 million active users.  

Duolingo is highly effective as found in a study by the City 

University of New York.  It was found that 34 hours on 

Duolingo was equivalent to a term of college work, which 

could take over 130 hours.  Duolingo provides English 

courses for 23 different languages, and 13 courses for 

English speakers, with new ones being released every 

couple of months. 

On the website you can compete with your friends and family, to try and 

achieve the most points.  In this magazine we have the current leader 

board for all those using the site at St Olaves as of 12pm Sunday 27th 

September.  Each course has a series of skills you need to complete.  By 

completing these skills you will earn points and Lingots, with which you 

can claim extra skills, unlock new ways of learning and get Duo (the Great 

Green Owl) a new costume! 

If you think you would like to learn a new language, or just brush up your 

existing knowledge of French, Spanish or German, then Duolingo is for 

you.  Sign up today.  Make an account.  It is completely free. 
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Introduction 
It has been a brilliant start to the school year for Duolingo.  It has sparked interest in many new Year 7s, 

some of whom have written for us in this edition.  Once more the amount of Duolingo users within the 

school is rising, which is extremely pleasing to see. 

Of course the main event of the past month has been the 

European Day of Languages, set up in 2001 to celebrate 

European languages.  It is held on the 26th September each 

year.  This year we decided to have a Duolingo presentation, 

which took place on 2nd October in room 16. 

 

This year we hope to bring Duolingo more into language learning at St. 

Olaves by, for example, running inter-house competitions. 

Not all, however, has been perfect as Russian (which we had planned 

to feature in this magazine) and Hungarian have still not been finished 

over a month after their predicted release dates. 

I hope this is the start of a great year for Duolingo at St. Olave’s, with 

more people than ever at the school using the site, students and 

teachers alike.  If you wish to be added to our printed leader boards please give your account username 

to Anantha Anilkumar 9B. 

Get Duolingoing! 
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Our first article for this edition is by one of our editors - Anantha Anilkumar – and is a response to an 

article titled “The Other Point of View” by Joseph Madden, which was about the writer’s dislike for 

learning foreign languages.  This article explores the modern significance of the English language and the 

rising significance of China and its main language: Mandarin. 

The Importance and Relevance of Linguistic 

Study in Modern Society 
By Anantha Anilkumar  

In true spirit of freedom of speech, the last edition of the Olavian 

Duolingo Society Magazine featured an article entitled “The Other 

Point of View”. I cannot pretend that the aforementioned article 

made for happy reading by those who take a more enlightened view 

of language learning. The fact that languages are a fundamental 

part of human existence is why one should study them so as to 

better one’s communication.  Using a variety of reasons, I have 

produced an argument for why the study of languages is both 

practical and intellectually enriching. 

Firstly, as laid down in a recent edition of The Economist, it is the opinion of many leading scientists, that 

a study of languages is extremely beneficial, improving one’s sharpness and mental agility.  A study (more 

details of which can be obtained in the same edition of The Economist), show that people with a fluent 

grasp over two languages, are likelier to be sharper than those with only fluency in one. In other words, 

the average bilinguist is likely to be sharper than the average monolinguist. Multilingualism, the article 

notes, is a kind of elite mental status. 

Secondly, the presumption that most people in the world speak English, is extremely foolish and, to put 

it rather bluntly, absurd. Mandarin is more widely spoken around the world than English, both as a 

fluently spoken second and first language and in terms of first language speakers, Spanish also exceeds 

English. While English is a dominant language, it may be well worth your time studying one of the two 

languages mentioned. 

It is only polite manners to obtain at least a 

rudimentary knowledge of the language of the 

country one is visiting whilst on holiday; a belief 

parroted by Trip Advisor and many similar sites even 

in countries where there is a large second language 

English speaking population. In other countries, such 

knowledge is not only practical but essential. In the 

words of the late Nelson Mandela "If you talk to a 

man in a language he understands, that goes to his 

head. If you talk to him in his language that goes to 

his heart."  
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The establishment of English as a world language owes its roots to the fact that it is the predominant 

language of Great Britain and the USA, both of whom have enjoyed superpower status and in the case 

of the USA, still enjoy it today. The economic and political influence exerted by these two nations, meant 

that knowledge of English was essential for trade and 

negotiations. However, with the rapid economic growth 

of many countries around the world, it is safe to say that 

English will lose its prevalence over time, especially in the 

business world, as many of these countries do not 

possess a large English-speaking population.  China has 

already knocked the USA off the top spot as the world’s 

largest economy (on GDP based on PPP) according to 

figures from the IMF (International Monetary Fund) and 

so it seems only practical for those still studying at school 

to study another language. 

Turning the clock back thirty years or so, the USA was not the sole superpower. With geographical 

boundaries from Germany to Korea, and political dominance that stretched much further, Russian was 

an important language even for those who lived outside the Soviet sphere of control. For those who lived 

in it, Russian was a life essential. However even pre-Communist era, Russia had long been a dominant 

power and owing to its sheer size, Russian also has been a major influence on neighbouring languages 

such as Belarusian or Ukrainian. While the Soviet Union collapsed 24 years ago, its linguistic legacy 

remains. Due to the fact that neither Great Britain nor the USA have exerted economic dominance in this 

area, English is not a widely spoken language in the region. 

So, whether it be for expanding a business, going on holiday or increasing your brainpower, the study of 

languages is at the very least, an extremely useful skill. 
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Next an introduction to Swedish by one of our Swedish learners on Duolingo: Hugo Maughan.  This first 

article, of what is promised to be a fantastic series, gives us our first few Swedish phrases and grammar 

rules.  Enjoy! 

The Basics of Swedish Part 1: Basic phrases 
By Hugo Maughan  

In the future, Swedish may become increasingly useful due to the development of Scandinavian cities 

such as Stockholm and Oslo. Swedish is a Germanic language and therefore has similarities with German, 

Dutch, English, Norwegian and Danish. In this first article of the series I will outline the use of some simple 

phrases and three commonly used verbs. 

Useful Phrases 

 God Morgon – Good morning 

 God Kväll – Good evening 

 Ja – Yes ( a link to German and Dutch) 

 Nej – No 

 Hej då – Goodbye 

 Tack (så mycket) – Thank you (very much) 

 Hej – hello/hi 

 Talar du…… - Do you speak…. 

 Jag vet (inte) – I (don’t) know 

One unusual feature of Swedish is that there is no need to conjugate regular verbs. However, like in 

English, Swedish has 1st, 2nd and 3rd persons, singular and plural: 

 Jag – I 

 Du – You (sing.) 

 Hon/Han/det – She/He/it 

 Vi – We 

 Ni – You (plur.) 

 De – They 

Common verbs 

Three extremely useful verbs are: 

 Är – to be 

 Äter – to eat 

 Har – to have 

 Har and äter are followed by nouns but 

är is followed by an adjective. 

 Examples: 

 Jag har – I have 

 Ni äter – You  

 Hon är – She is. 

 

In the next edition, I will explain articles, more basic verbs and begin adjectives. 
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Now for a somewhat controversial article by one of our new year 7s.  This article asks the question 
whether slang is destroying the English language as we know it.   

Slang: England’s Linguistic Problem 
By Korede Sanusi  
 
Have you ever wondered where the slang words people use on a day to 
day basis have come from?  Having done some research, I have noticed 
that a form of slang is Cockney. There is a possibility that Cockney 
rhyming slang was the earliest form of slang, however, this is an 
assumption. 
 
Siri says that slang is: 
A type of language consisting of words and phrases that are regarded as 
very informal, which are more common in speech than writing, and are 
typically restricted to a particular context or group of people, and 
Cockney Rhyming Slang is used mostly by Cockneys, therefore making it 
slang. 
 
So, you might now be thinking, “What does this have to do with the British teenagers using slang every 
single day of their miserable or, in some cases, jubilant lives?” You, my dear friend, have just answered 
your very own question. Although you could have stopped talking at British teenagers. Siri said slang is 
usually restricted to a group of people (The British teenagers.) 
 
Unless the UK can fix this problem, the English language is heading for a massive collapse. Also, England 
is probably the only country that has its language thwarted. Other examples of slang are: Patois and West 
African Pidgin English.  
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Here we have another article describing the origins and the usefulness of a language.  By one of our year 

8s, it is a detailed analysis of a great language. 

Sanskrit – the Mother of all Languages 
By Ishan Kalia   

Sanskrit is considered to be the origin of 426 languages and dialects.  This venerable language is thought 

to be the oldest language in the entire human history which included any evidence of any written 

literature. Holding the rank of a classical language alongside Greek, Latin, Chinese, and Persian, it is a 

major superpower in the Indo-Aryan family.  

Samsara, Sanskreet, Sanskrit, which together all mean the same thing – unified, sophisticated, and 

refined, which all give the different aspects of Sanskrit. The Sanskrit language’s structure is more perfect 

than Greek, more copious than Latin and more refined than either. Surely, this language couldn’t have 

been created by accident, or just by chance. In fact it took thousands of years, of adjusting and changing 

until the final result was released; a marvellous one in fact.  

“The Sanskrit language” written by Sir William Jones hinted that Sanskrit was related to Celtic, Gothic, 

Persian, Greek and Latin. Of all of these languages, which are all Indo-European, Sanskrit is the mother 

of them all. Western scholars such as Voltaire, Immanuel Kant and more all believed that Sanskrit was 

the source and that all languages were either offshoots of it or related to it.  

The number, arrangement and expression of the vowels and consonants can help us draw similarities 

between the Celtic, Gothic, Persian, Greek and Latin languages, and Sanskrit as well as the structure of 

the alphabet and also some changes such as the usage of verbs, nouns and cases. In course of time, they 

rely on two principal techniques; the comparative method and the method of internal reconstruction.  

Sanskrit dates back to the 2nd millennium BCE, with the earliest usage being used in the Vedas, a holy 

scripture for Hindus, and often claimed as one of the foundation bricks of Hinduism. However, Sanskrit 

is used and revered as a holy language for many more religions, including Buddhism and Jainism. Until 

recent centuries, Sanskrit was a language which was reserved for priests (Brahmins) and people of high 

ranking.   

Some of the mainstream English words which are derived from Sanskrit are as follows: 

Root Sanskrit word  Median Latin word  English word 

Matr - mother Mater Mother 

Navagatha - navigation Navigationem  Navigation 

Danta - teeth Dentis Dental/Dentist 

There is much more to Sanskrit which one can discover and learn from, which can be unearthed and 

enjoyed as we have simply brushed the surface of this hidden treasure. 
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The second of the series of Freddie Skerret’s History of Languages.  This time we are told about the 

history of Turkish and its origins. 

A history of Turkish  
By Freddie Skerret  

Turkish is a member of the Oghuz group of languages, 

a subgroup of the Turkic language family and is mostly 

spoken in Turkey. The earliest known Turkic 

inscriptions are the three monumental Orkhon 

inscriptions found in modern Mongolia dating back to 

between 732AD and 735AD. These inscriptions were 

discovered in the 1890s by Russian archaeologists. 

 This early Turkish language was written in runes, 

similar to other old languages of the time. During the 

rule of the Ottoman empire Turkish underwent other 

changes and this created Ottoman Turkish (a mix of 

Turkish, Persian, and Arabic) which was spoken by the 

ruling elite and the upper classes. 

In 1932 the Turkish Language Association (TDK) was established. One of the tasks of the newly 

established association was to initiate a language reform to replace loanwords of Arabic and Persian 

origin with Turkish equivalents. Owing to this sudden change in the language, older and younger people 

in Turkey started to differ in their vocabularies. While the generations born before the 1940s tend to use 

the older terms of Arabic or Persian origin, the younger generations favour new expressions. Over recent 

years the TDK have started to add new words to Turkish to modernize it by taking Old Turkic words and 

changing the meaning. 

 

Gϋnaydın   Good morning/day 

Merhaba   Hello 

Nasılsın?   How are you? 

Iyiyim teşekkϋr ederim: I’m fine thank you 

Hadi, gidelim!   Come on, let’s go! 

Kahve ister misin?  Would you like some coffee? 

Matematik çok seviyorum! I love maths! 

Tϋrkçe    Turkish 

 

Next time a brief history of Spanish! 
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Another article by Edwin Roberts: our Esperanto expert.  In his seco0nd article he tells us about Ido, an 

alternative form of Esperanto. 

Esperanto not for you? Try Ido. 
By Edwin Roberts  

Me havas la granda blua libri. Look like something you’ve seen before? For Esperantists, it certainly should 

be, and most Romance-language learners should get the gist. This is what Esperanto should be. For some 

at least, because this is one of Esperanto’s children. This is Ido. 

Ido began in 1900, after former Esperantist Louis 

Couturat’s proposals didn’t go down too well during 

the Delegation for the Adoption of an International 

Auxiliary Language. Just when L.L. Zamenhof was 

preparing his victory speech, the Delegation rejected 

his proposals after some “flaws” were noticed, and 

Couturat’s project was now being looked at. Seven 

years later, the Kompleta Gramatiko Detaloza di la 

Linguo Internaciona Ido was published - the 

explanation of the grammar and vocabulary for a new 

conlang, Ido. 

But why the name Ido? The language actually derives its name from Esperanto,   -ido is a suffix meaning 

offspring, e.g. katido – kitten. Hence Ido is a child of Esperanto. Years later, more and more variations of 

Esperanto became known, so eventually a family of Esperantidos was born. 

So what are the differences between Ido and Esperanto? There aren’t many really, and to some extent 

they are mutually intelligible, like Swedish and Norwegian. Generally, the idea for Ido was to be much 

more naturalistic and Romantic in its vocabulary, grammar and orthography. Esperanto’s diacritics, e.g. 

“ĝ”, are replaced with something familiar to Spanish and Italian speakers and learners, e.g. “qu”. In Ido, 

around 75% of its vocabulary comes from Latin, therefore, ship goes from “ŝipo” to “navo”. There are 

also grammatical differences that would render it something like an Italian dialect (there is a story about 

Esperanto and Ido being used in a translation of an Italian play, where the dialogue used two dialects), 

where “libroj” (books) becomes “libri”. Furthermore, Ido doesn’t force you to use the accusative ending 

“-n”, which is compulsory in Esperanto. 

So why isn’t Ido as well-known as Esperanto? It all comes down to the number of speakers; Esperanto 

has 500,000 to 2 million speakers, Ido’s largest estimate is around 700, but 100-200 being more realistic. 

But wouldn’t a Duolingo course bring up its popularity? It’s unlikely, given the number of speakers, and 

the fact that it already has a course in the form of Esperanto. But who knows? Maybe you’ll think 

Esperanto needs changing, or come up with an even better conlang. Remember, it only takes one person 

to change the world. 
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Our final article focuses on the European Day of Languages, telling us about its history and its significance 

today. 

European Day of Languages 
By Seyi Omonitan   

The European Day of Languages is a day created to 

celebrate the hundreds of languages ingenious to our 

diverse continent of Europe and falls on 26th September. It 

was created to try and encourage people across Europe to 

undertake a new language.  At this day, conferences, 

events and free language taster sessions are held across 

Europe to promote language learning. 

 

In December 2006, the European Day of Languages 

was announced and has been jointly organized by the 

European Union and the Council of Europe. Within 

the European Union, there are 23 officially recognised 

languages.  There are also more than 60 indigenous 

regional and minority languages, and many non-

indigenous languages spoken by migrant 

communities. The most bilingual countries in Europe 

are Latvia, the Netherlands, Malta, Slovenia, 

Lithuania and Sweden, where most people can speak 

another language as well as their mother tongue. But 

the least bilingual European countries are Hungary, 

Italy, the UK, Portugal and Ireland where 60-70% of 

the population is bilingual. It is proven bilinguals have 

better job prospects and scientists have proven that 

being bilingual boosts the size of the part of the brain 

responsible for attention span and short term memory.  

European languages day was devised so that people young and old, across Europe can understand how 

important language learning is. 
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Leader Board (as of 12pm 27th September) 

We have had a fast moving couple of months in terms of Duolingo points.  There have been major shifts 

in the rankings, with a large gap in points emerging between the hard core linguists and those of us who 

are here for the fun.  Anantha keeps the top spot with a large margin, while the 2nd position has been 

stolen away by Jasper Maughan.  We now have 4 players above the 3,000 points mark, with Seyi 

Omonitan joining the group.  We have also experienced our top player exceeding 4,000 points: an 

incredible achievement.  As always it will be all about the house totals- read on to find out who are 

autumn’s victors. 

1. Anantha Anilkumar (HieronofSyracuse) 4008  +390  B 

2. Jasper Maughan (linguist222)  3510  +720  C 

3. Jacob Gaskell (JakeWickham)  3237  +262  B 

4. Seyi Omonitan (SeyiOmonit)   3144  +973  B 

5. Joel Kovoor (joeltkov)   1657  +504  L 

6. Edwin Roberts (Kingslime2001)  1508  +480  H 

7. Apilash Jeyaganthan (Apilash09)  1464  +0  B 

8. Hugo Maughan (Hugomaughan02)  1406  +590  B 

9. Jamie Bergin (Sheepszx)   641  +0  B 

10. Nathan Alemu (nathan3.02)   520  +50  B 

11. Dhanushan Vijayakumar (Dhanushan) 470  +0  B 

12. Daniel Jackson (Da_Spanish_Guy)  463  +0  H 

13. Tharun Varatharajan     422  +0  B 

14. Tharsican (tharsi08)    310  +0  H 

15. Gareth Saunders (Stoatystoatrock)  292  +0  C 

16. Ben Lamberti (BenLambert1)  290  +0  H 

17. Freddie Skerret (FreddieSke)  280  +0  B 

18. Neil Patel (Neil003)    234  +0  B 

19. Kanav Gupta (kanavgupta)   155  +0  L 

20. Ollie Hutchinson (Hutchie69)  152  +0  H 

21. Adesh Dooraree (Adesh Dooraree)  152  +0  B 

22. Aran Grover (Digby2130)   120  +0  B 

23. Vidushan Vijayaraja (viduvijaya)  120  +0  H 

24. Raymond Guo (RaymondGuo1)  90  +0  C 

25. Darshan Varma (DonShan)   13  +0  L 

26. Connor Donohoe (CD121212)   10  +0  H 

Averages: 

1. Cure  1297 

2. Bingham 1238 

3. Leeke  608 

4. Harvard 408 

Congratulations to Cure for winning the overall average most points! 
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Puzzle 

Guess which languages are included in this paragraph.  Pronouns, nouns, connectives, verbs and 

adjectives are all in different languages.  There are 8 different European languages. 

Salut, ich bin Jo und sono settantacinque anni.  Yo tengo um cachorro.  Huwa mitlub Damien.  Jag är 

amusant et intelligente.  Il tempo é wolkig mais varm.  J’aime schwimmen und a mânca biscotti.  Favorit 

tiegħi televisionsprogram est Eastenders.  Yo soy solitário.  Ça va? 

Look out for our next issue Spring 2016! 
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